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Product Report 
These Product Reports are, insofar as we can humanly 
make them, the honest observations of a working 
photographer/cinematographer with years of well· 
grounded practical experience. Each piece of equip· 
ment reviewed has gone through several we.eks of 
actual use in the field . This is not a "lab test," but 

rather, a report on the suitability, the quality, the 
handling, the reliability, and the ruggedness of each 

unit as it relates to the everyday needs of the filmmaker. 

Alcan 54 Crystal Motor 
by Steven T. Smith 

In recent months yet another Universal Motor for the Eclair 
NPR has appeared on the market. First there was the BEALA. 
Then the Perfectone Compact. And now the Alcan 54. I doubt 
that any other camera has such a wide variety of crystal motors 
available . The new entry, the Alcan, was designed by Aaton 
tleauviala , for many years with Eclair Corp. On hIS own now, 
Beauviala has introduced this new universal motor, and will 
shortly begin marketing a new 16mm production camera, the 

Aaton 7. The Alcan 54 motor is imported into this country by 
Belden CommunicatiQns of New York City. Many dealers, as 
weU as the Eclair Corporation of America, handle the motor. 

The Alcan is the smaUest of aU the NPR motors. Its diameter 
is about the same as the BEALA, but it is only about half as 
long. As a result of the compact size the use of the Alcan 
reduces the overall height of the NPR by two and-a-half
inches. The shape of the motor, as you can see in the photo, is 
as weird as the camera itself. You do not need to use a heavy 
camera cradle, as on the BEALA. Nor do you have the bulk of 
the Perfectone's flat-base. The Alcan has a smaU flat· base for 
attaching the camera to a tripod, and it also has an adjustable 
shouldersupport rod for handheld shooting. This support rod 
doubles as a base to set the camera down on. 

This odd· looking arrangement works quite well. The real test 
is to have the very heavy 9.5-95mm on the front and then puU 
the magazine off. If the camera rocks forward and crashes down 
on the ' front element of the zoom then you know the base 
doesn't work too well. But the camera with the Alcan did not 
crash. It just sat there and remained pretty steady; rocking a 
bit, but steady and firm nonetheless. The Alcan weighs four 
pounds-at least half a pound lighter. than any other motor. 

The camera Run switch is right on the front of the Alcan. It is 
an easy-to-find and easy-to-grip flip-switch . I got to like the 



Run control very much. Normally I use the Perfectone on my 
NPR, and the on-off is on the side of the motor-kind of a pain 
to reach and operate. But the Alcan control is right at your 
fingertips and is a pleasure to flip on and off. 

The motor mode control is on the rear of the Alcan . A three
way toggle controls crystal and variable speed. For some 
strange reason two positions on the toggle are crystal- the 
forward and the center. For safety sake use the forward posi
tion . The rear position is for variable speed. A small dial per
mits setting the speeds from 5 to 32fps. Whenever the motor is 
operating out of the crystal mode a small red "out-of-sync war
ning light" comes on. Also, you cannot switch from crystal to 
variable (or vice versa) while the motor is running. If you try it 
the motor will just stop. That's a nice little precautionary 
device . You can change the crystal speed from 24fps to 25fps 
just by moving a screw on the motor front. And the Alcan 54 
will always stop the camera in the viewing position. No more 
inching-it's all taken care of for you (as on the Perfectone and 
the BEALA) . 

Two brass studs provide the clapper signal to slate the film 
and to set off the bloop oscillator in the recorder (when you run 
cable-sync). Two power input connectors are available: the 
standard four-pin Cannon XLR and the ACL-type Jaeger. The 
camera runs off 12v DC, pulling 2.2 amps at 72 degrees. If you 
need to run cable-sync you can take sync and bloop off Cannon 
pins 1 and 3 and use a pigtail to get the signal down to the 
recorder (or go through the battery, if it is equipped to split 
sync). 

The A1can 54 is a very comfortable motor to use on a 
somewhat uncomfortable camera. Its compact size permits 
resting the NPR a bit further back on the shoulder than other 
motors do. The support rod not only provides a base for your 
shoulder but gives you an extra support out front. I found that 
bracing with my left hand on this rod made for extra-steady 
handheld shots . And the run switch was easy to get to-none of 
that fumbling around for a switch on the side and risking the 

loss of THE shot. The fact that the motor brings the height 
down 2 I) inches helps reduce the center of gravity. It also runs 
quietly when on the camera, although our test sample sort of 
" whined" a bit when not attached to an NPR. But once on the 
camera the Alcan was as quiet as a "silent" motor should be. 

The cost of the Alcan is $2395-cheaper than either the 
Perfectone or the BEALA. But the workmanship on the Alcar 
does not seem to be as high as that on the other two motors. 
speak here only of the exterior finish. My tests in the field lead 
me to believe the Alcan may not look as pretty as the other two, 
but it will perform just as well. 

As for repairs- Belden stresses that "easily interchangeable 
modular electronic circuits facilitate work and maintenance, 
cutting downtime ." This is so .. Just pull a circuit board and 
stick in a new one and the motor is as good as new. But there is 
one problem with this . Replacing a board may cost two to three 
times what a similar failure in the BEALA or Perfectone might 
cost. Eclair Corporation of America did some checking on 
repair costs and found that the average Perfectone repair came 
to about $75. If you have to replace a circuit board in the Alcan 
it could cost over $300. Downtime on the motor would be con
siderably less. But you should be aware of the cost factor in
volved. I understand that both Belden and Eclair are looking 
for ways to bring the cost of the boards down . 

As with all prodUcts in this business, you have to make cer
tain compromises, certain trade-offs .. The Alcan is a good 
universal motor for the NPR. It does everything it is supposed 
to do. And it's just about the most comfortable' motor I've ever 
used on an Eclair (which is terribly important if you're 
shooting handheld during eight-hour. days). You may have to 
pay a bit more if the motor breaks down-but the inital cost is 
lower, and it is certainly a very versatile drive. If you are con
sidering buying an NPR, or are faced with replacing an old 
worn-out CIBLO or KRYMO, look into the Alcan . It is a 
worthy alternative to the other two "conventional" Eclair NPR 
motors. 
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